Specialist Turnkey Inventory and Manufacturing Software
Solutions
Imagine your business being able to improve efficiencies, eliminate manual
laborious tasks and reduce overheads all from as little as $66 per week!
Well now you can and the Opto Software Subscription product is the answer, you only pay for what you use and
with 1 low monthly payment you have access to all the features that your business needs to be efficient and
productive.









Need to contain or reduce your capital expenditure?
Require a whole of business solution that doesn t comprise on features?
Searching for that elusive single point of truth for all your business data?
Looking for an all-inclusive solution that integrates into your accounting system?
Choose the features and package that suit you and only pay for what you need?
Do you need support provided by real people who use the system every day?
Want a flexible solution that can grow with your business with add on modules?

Opto Software already has hundreds of happy customers throughout Australia so you can be assured that you are
procuring a solid, proven, all-encompassing software solution that has been built in Australia for Australian
businesses since the early 99 s. We can now offer you a tailored solution for your business without the need to
outlay large amounts of capital while still benefiting from the powerful feature set and ease of use that Opto
Software is so well known for as-well as our legendary support and service.

͞I discovered OPTO by iTMS. I found it too good to be true. It was practical and easy to use. It had
everything we needed and was reasonably priced͟
Brad Drury, Director – New Touch Laser

So how does it work?
Our Subscription based products include Opto Inventory, Opto Manufacturing and Opto Enterprise as well as any
additional add-ons products that may be required. Subscription pricing includes all required Software, Licences,
Maintenance and Support providing you with an all-inclusive monthly price.
All we ask is that you pay an upfront amount equal to the first 6 months premiums to get started and then from
month 7 onwards you simply pay each month for as long as you wish to use the service. If you decide that you no
longer wish to use the service you can cancel at any time with just months notice. All data within the system is
your property and we can assist with exporting this data (at additional cost) should you require.

You can even add on modules or implement additional features as your business grows and best of all you only pay
the difference in price from the date you have access to the new features. Total flexibility, safe in the knowledge
that you have a scalable, regularly upgraded solution that you will not need to replace in the future. All Opto
Software products have the ability to integrate into the main accounting packages to ensure a seamless, error free
solution for your business.

͞We started off only using a few OPTO modules, but the more we used this program the more we realised
the benefits͟
Alan Jenkins, Director – Bruce Towns Engineering

Why Opto Software








100% Australian owed business supporting Australian businesses for over 20 years
Deal directly with the company who builds the software, no resellers…
User friendly layout and intuitive workflows that saves time and reduces the learning curve
Every Opto install is configured for your business to suit your workflows, resulting in a professional turn-key
solution for your business
Be productive from day 1, no steep learning curve or complicated set up to worry about
Integrates seamlessly into all the major accounting packages
Industry leading live support provided by Opto staff that use the system all day every day

͞In terms of business results from the OPTO implementation..................Revenue have grown by 24% since
implementation – a combination of efficiencies gained and an increase in sales revenue.͟
Matthew Claringbold, General Manager – Vehicle Components

Contact us today to discuss how we can tailor a subscription based product to suit your business
requirements.

(07) 3390 3657







Any Implementation, Discovery workshops and Training fees are not included in subscription pricing
Where additional software products or licenses are implemented the subscription fee will increase proportionately from the next monthly payment
Software modifications will be charged separately as professional services
Does not include any hosting services unless specified – Refers to on premise installation
A completed monthly Direct Debit form is required for all subscription based services
In event of non-continuance of subscription all data to be retained by client, any data extraction services required from OPTO will be billed at professional
services rates

Opto Subscription model, enabling businesses all day every day

